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Just before the examinations begin it seems to me it
would be quite an appropriate time to preach on Paul's state
ment in 2 Cor. 13:5, " examine yourselves whether you be in the
faith."




When I was a senior in college I almost got lynched! I
was editor of the college paper. It was customary then at that
time that seniors in their last semester did not have to take
examinations. I looked over the papers of previous years and I
found it twas customary for the editor to write an editorial at
time of examns saying that examinations were a residue from the
darkages, that they we,ge bad, there was no good in them and it
was much better to do wway with them.

I did not happen to agree with that. So I pointed out that
the value of examinations. I pointed out some very important
values of them. I may have gotten a little carried away with
myself because I said in my editorial that seniors are supposed to
have privileges. Why should they be denies the privilgge that
comes from an examination?

You might say that examinations are a necessary evil. But
j I believe that examinations add tremendously to the value of the

course. For one thing they show us how we are doing ourselves.
Examinations of all kinds have their place. It good to have a
physical examination occasionally. You can have something gradually
going wrong with you. If you catch on to it and remedy it, it
can be very helpful.

You can have something in your manner of takingnotes; in
your general understanding of a particular subject; something
that has led you to have a misunderstanding all through the semester,
and examinations call that to your attention and let you know
really just how you are doing.

I think one of the greatest values of examinations is that
the exam forces you to review the materi&l of the course. I have
often found when I have taken a course, I have gone through it
step by step. I've seen how I went from this step to that and from
that to the next, and I've gotten just apartial view of each step.
Ive not really seen how it all fit together. I've found also I
have tended to forget the earlier part of the semester's work. But
when the examination came, I had an impetus to review the whole thing
and go through it from beginning to end. I have found it gave me
one view of it altogether. It greatly strengthened my recollection
of it.




I believe I have derived about double the value from every
course that I've ever taken if I've had an examination at the end.
I've occasionally taken courses that had no examination, and it
has benerally been my feeling when I finished the course, Oh I want
to review all these notes; I wanat to get things al together. *
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